Transplantation of Schwann cell line clones secreting GDNF or BDNF into the retinas of dystrophic Royal College of Surgeons rats.
To assess the capacity of a retrovirus-engineered Schwann cell line (SCTM41), transfected with either a glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) construct or a brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) construct, to sustain visual function in the dystrophic Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rat. Cell suspensions were injected into the subretinal space of the right eye of 3-week-old dystrophic RCS rats through a transscleral approach. The left eye remained as an unoperated control. Sham-surgery animals received injections of carrier medium plus DNase to the right eye. All animals were placed on oral cyclosporine. At 8, 12, 16, and 20 weeks of age, animals were placed in a head-tracking apparatus and screened for their ability to track square-wave gratings at various spatial frequencies (0.125, 0.25, and 0.5 cyc/deg). At the end of the experiment, the animals were perfused and processed for histologic assessment of photoreceptor survival. Animals with SCTM41-GDNF-secreting cells, on average, head tracked longer than animals with SCTM41-BDNF-secreting cells, and both performed better than those injected with the parent SCTM41 line. All tracked longer than sham-surgery or nonsurgical dystrophic eyes. Each cell type demonstrated preservation of photoreceptors up to at least 4 months of age, over and above the sham-surgery control. Engineered Schwann cells sustain retinal structure and function in the dystrophic RCS rat. Cells overexpressing GDNF or BDNF had a greater effect on photoreceptor survival than the parent line or sham surgery. This study demonstrates that ex vivo gene therapy and subsequent cell transplantation can be effective in preserving photoreceptors from the cell death that normally accompanies retinal degeneration.